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Investigation Overview

Thomas Barth, PhD
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, Chairman Sumwalt, Vice Chairman Landsberg, and Members of the Board.  Today, staff is presenting for your consideration, a report on the collision between a sport utility vehicle and a crash attenuator. The vehicle was operating with a partial driving automation system activated at the time of the collision.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Overview

3

• Friday, March 23, 2018
• 9:27 a.m. 
• Mountain View, California 
• US-101 / SR-85 interchange
• 2017 Tesla Model X SUV
• 38-year-old driver  
• Partial automation “Autopilot”

engaged 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The crash occurred on Friday, March 23, 2018, at 9:27 a.m. pacific standard time, in Mountain View, California, at the US Highway 101 interchange with State Route 85.  A 2017 Tesla Model X electric-powered sport utility vehicle (SUV), operated by a 38-year-old driver, was traveling south on US Highway 101 from the driver’s home in Foster City to his workplace in Sunnyvale.   For much of the trip, the driver was operating the SUV with the partial driving automation system engaged. Tesla refers to the suite of advanced driver assistance systems as “Autopilot.” Mr. Karol will discuss the Tesla Autopilot system later during his presentation. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence
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SR-85
HOV exit lane

US-101
south lanes

Crash attenuator was collapsed 
and nonoperational prior to the 
crash 

N

S

Source: Caltrans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the SUV approached the interchange, there was a paved gore area dividing the main travel lanes of US Highway 101 from the left exit ramp to State Route 85.  The gore area is highlighted in yellow for this presentation. (Click for highlight)At the end of the gore area there was a crash attenuator, shown in the red box and inset photo on the right side of the screen. It had been previously collapsed from another crash and was nonoperational. The following slides depict the precrash motion of the Tesla. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence
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Time to crash: 7.9 seconds
Speed: 64.3 mph
Lead vehicle: 83.7 feet
Distance to crash: 748 feet

Lead vehicle

Crash attenuator

N

S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SUV was traveling at about 64 mph and following a vehicle in the lane ahead at a distance of about 84 feet as it approached the gore area.The photo in the lower half of the slide depicts the driver’s view of the approach to the gore area.  This image was captured during a drive-through of the scene taken by an NTSB investigator 2 days after the crash. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence 
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Time to crash: 5.9 seconds
Steering: 5.6 degrees left
Speed: 64.1 mph
Lead vehicle: 82 feet
Distance to crash: 560 feet
Indication: Hands-off steering wheel

Lead vehicle

Crash attenuator

N

S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the SUV was 5.9 seconds from impacting the crash attenuator, the vehicle steered left (5.6 degrees at the steering wheel) toward the gore area. At the time of the steering movement, the Tesla Autopilot system did not detect any driver-applied steering wheel torque. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence
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Time to crash: 3.9 seconds
Speed: 61.9 mph
Lead vehicle: None detected
Distance to crash: 375 feet
Vehicle begins to accelerate
Hands-off steering wheel indicated

Lead vehicle
(no longer followed)

Crash attenuator

N

S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the SUV became fully positioned in the gore area – about 3.9 seconds prior to the crash – the Autopilot lane-keeping assist system centered the vehicle between the lines delineating the left and right side of the gore.  At this time, no vehicle was detected ahead of the SUV. Because Autopilot was still engaged, the Tesla began to accelerate from 61.9 mph to the previous cruise control setting of 75 mph.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence
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Barricade and cones placed in advance 
of attenuator prior to crash

Impact speed:       70.8 mph
Source: CHP

Barricade Damaged 
crash 

attenuator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the final 3.9 seconds, the SUV accelerated from 61.9 mph to an impact speed of 70.8 mph.  Shown on the left is a precrash photo depicting cones and a plastic barricade that was placed in advance of the damaged attenuator 3 days prior to the crash.  On the day of the crash, the plastic barricade was lying on the ground and the SUV passed over it as it accelerated toward the crash attenuator.The forward collision warning system did not provide an alert and the automatic emergency braking did not activate as the Tesla SUV approached the attenuator.  Dr. Becic will discuss the limitations of collision avoidance systems later in his presentation. Data also showed that the driver of the SUV did not apply the brakes and did not initiate any steering movement to avoid the crash. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Sequence
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Source: S. Engleman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The left-front of the SUV struck the crash attenuator. The SUV rotated counterclockwise, and the impact caused the front body structure to separate from the rear of the vehicle.  The SUV was subsequently struck by two other vehicles, a 2010 Mazda 3 and a 2017 Audi A4, when it rotated to the right of the gore area.  The photo depicts the final rest locations of the three involved vehicles.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Vehicle Damage and Occupant Injuries
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2017 Tesla Model X
• 38-year-old driver
• Fatal injuries

2010 Mazda 3
• 25-year-old driver
• Minor injuries

2017 Audi A4
• 51-year-old driver
• No reported injuries

Source: S. Engleman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the damage to the three involved vehicles.  The Tesla’s high-voltage battery was breached in the crash and a postcrash fire ensued. Bystanders found the driver in his seat with his lap/shoulder belt buckled. They removed the driver from the vehicle before it became engulfed in flames. The driver was transported to a local hospital, where he died from his traumatic injuries.The 25-year-old driver of the Mazda sustained minor injuries and the 51-year-old driver of the Audi was uninjured. Both drivers were wearing lap/shoulder belts at the time of the crash. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Emergency Response
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Emergency response and electric vehicle fire issues will be 
covered in a future report  

Exposed 
battery cells

Source: S. Engleman Source: CHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire department, law enforcement, and emergency personnel arrived at the crash location within 10 minutes of the collision. Initial fire suppression efforts were successful in extinguishing the flames. However, occasional popping noises were emitted from the Tesla. Due to concerns regarding the high voltage of the Tesla’s lithium-ion battery, which was breached during the crash, the fire department requested assistance from Tesla personnel who were located nearby. Tesla provided assistance, and the vehicle was later transported to an impound facility, and the highway was reopened for travel.  The NTSB is developing a report examining electric vehicle battery fires and emergency response for these events. The lessons learned from the Mountain View crash will be incorporated into this future report. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Investigative Staff

• Tom Barth, PhD – IIC / Vehicle and Survival Factors 
Investigator

• Don Karol – Project Manager / Highway and Human 
Performance Investigator

• Bob Swaim* – Tesla Battery Examination

*  Denotes staff who are no longer NTSB employees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Investigative staff.[Pause for 5 seconds](CLICK to Next Slide)



Report Development Staff
• Ensar Becic, PhD – Human Performance and Automation 
• Bob Squire – Reconstruction
• Monica Mitchell – Writer / Editor
• Charlotte Cox – Writer / Editor 
• Dan Horak, PhD – Data Analysis
• Ivan Cheung, PhD – Mapping
• Chris O’Neil – Media Relations
• Julie Perrot – Safety Recommendations
• Jane Foster* – Vehicle Recorders
• Ryan Cudemus-Brunoli* – Intern
* Denotes staff who are no longer NTSB employees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Report Development staff.[Pause for 5 seconds](CLICK to Next Slide)



Parties to Investigation

• California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 

• California Highway Patrol (CHP)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Parties to the Investigation.[Pause for 5 seconds](CLICK to Next Slide)



Noncontributing Factors

• Driver licensing or qualification 
• Driver familiarization with the vehicle and roadway
• Medical conditions
• Fatigue
• Impairment by alcohol or other drugs
• Weather conditions

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the investigation, staff determined that none of the following were factors in the crash:Driver licensing or qualificationDriver familiarization with the vehicle and roadwayMedical conditions, fatigue, or impairment by alcohol or other drugsWeather conditions(CLICK to Next Slide)



Safety Issues
• Driver distraction
• Risk mitigation pertaining to monitoring driver engagement
• Risk assessment pertaining to operational design domain 
• Limitations of collision avoidance systems
• Insufficient federal oversight of partial driving automation systems
• Need for event data recording requirements for driving automation 

systems
• Highway infrastructure issues (safety recommendation report 

issued in August 2019)

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this crash, staff identified the following safety issue areas:Driver distraction  Risk mitigation pertaining to monitoring driver engagementRisk assessment pertaining to operational design domain Limitations of collision avoidance systemsInsufficient federal oversight of partial driving automation systemsNeed for event data recording requirements for driving automation systems; and Highway infrastructure issuesNote that the last safety issue listed, highway infrastructure, was addressed by the Board in August 2019 with a report and a safety recommendation.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Other NTSB Investigations 
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Lessons learned from three other Tesla crashes were incorporated 
into the Mountain View crash investigation:

• Williston, Florida 
• Delray Beach, Florida 
• Culver City, California   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the Mountain View crash investigation, staff incorporated lessons learned from three other Tesla crashes with Autopilot activated.  The first two crashes, which occurred in Florida, resulted in fatal injuries to the Tesla driver. The following slides will summarize these three crashes, and they will be discussed later in Dr. Becic’s presentation. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Williston, Florida (May 7, 2016)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Williston crash, a 2015 Tesla Model S was traveling on a 4-lane divided highway. The Tesla was approaching an intersecting roadway when a truck-tractor and semitrailer was making a left turn from that roadway, crossing in front of the highway travel lanes. The Tesla struck the right side of the semitrailer (circled in yellow on the right photo), passed underneath it, and then went off the right side of the road.  The Tesla driver died in the crash; the truck driver was not injured.The investigation of the Williston crash determined that the truck driver did not yield the right of way to the Tesla driver. Contributing factors in this crash was the Tesla driver’s inattention due to overreliance on the Autopilot system, and the Tesla operational design, which permitted prolonged disengagement from the driving task.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Delray Beach, Florida (March 1, 2019)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost three years after the Williston crash, a very similar collision occurred in Delray Beach, Florida. A 2018 Tesla Model 3 was traveling on a multi-lane divided highway when it approached a truck-tractor and semitrailer that was attempting to cross the intersection of an adjoining driveway. The Tesla stuck the left side of the semitrailer (circled in red on the photo on the right) and passed underneath it, shearing off the roof of the car. The Tesla driver died in the crash; the truck driver was not injured. The investigation of the Delray Beach crash determined that the truck driver did not yield the right of way to the Tesla driver. Contributing to the collision was the Tesla driver’s overreliance on the Autopilot system, which resulted in his failure to react to the presence of the truck. Also contributing was the operational design of the Autopilot system, which permitted disengagement by the driver, and the failure to limit the use of the system to the conditions for which it was designed. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Culver City, California (January 22, 2018)
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N S

Source: CHP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Culver City, California, a Tesla Model S was following another car in the HOV or carpool lane of a multi-lane, divided highway, when they approached a stopped fire truck blocking the HOV lane. The lead vehicle changed lanes to avoid the fire truck, but the Tesla, operating with Autopilot engaged, accelerated to a prior cruise control setting and struck the rear of the unoccupied fire truck at a speed of 31 mph. The Tesla driver did not report any injuries.The investigation of the Culver City crash determined that the Tesla driver’s inattention and overreliance on the partial driving automation systems; coupled with the Autopilot design, which permitted the driver to disengage from the driving task, contributed to the crash. That concludes my presentation, and Mr. Karol will now discuss the Autopilot system and driver distraction. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Autopilot Performance and Cell Phone Distraction
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Don Karol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Overview

• Autopilot system performance
• Driver performance
• Portable electronic device distraction

- Need for technological solutions
- Employers’ role in combating cell phone 

distraction

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, I will describe the performance of the Tesla Autopilot system, which is a partial driving automation system. Next, I will discuss the driver’s performance and his lack of response to his SUV steering left into the gore and accelerating toward the crash attenuator. Finally, I will discuss the issue of distraction from portable electronic devices; the need for technological solutions; and the importance of employers in combating cell phone distraction.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Levels of Automation
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No 
Automation

Driver
Assistance

Conditional
Automation

High
Automation

Full
Automation

Partial 
Automation

Supervise 
automation

Maintain 
awareness

Understand 
limitations

Intervene 
when needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Industry has adopted six levels of automation ranging from Level 0 (no driving automation) to Level 5 (full driving automation).  The Tesla Autopilot system – which provides both longitudinal motion control and lateral motion control – is considered Level 2 driving automation.Level 2 is considered “partial driving automation” and requires that the driver supervise the automation, maintain situational awareness of traffic conditions, understand the limitations of the automation, and be available to intervene and take full control of the vehicle at all times.Dr. Becic will discuss in his presentation the inherent challenges drivers face in supervising automation. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Autopilot Description
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• Monitors travel path
• Maintains set cruise speed
• Maintains vehicle’s position in travel lane
• Brakes when detecting slower-moving vehicles ahead
• Decelerates and follows vehicles ahead at a 

predetermined following interval

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Autopilot is active, the system (1) monitors the travel path; (2) maintains the set cruise speed; (3) maintains the vehicle’s position in the travel lane; (4) brakes when detecting slower-moving vehicles ahead; and (5) decelerates and follows vehicles ahead at a predetermined following interval.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Autopilot Description
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• Traffic-Aware Cruise Control (TACC)
- Longitudinal control (acceleration and deceleration)

• Autosteer lane-keeping assist system
- Lateral control (maintains lane position)
- Inadequate sensor input: “Autosteer is temporarily

unavailable”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The major Autopilot features that the driver used in the moments leading up to the crash were Traffic-Aware Cruise Control (referred to as “TACC”) and Autosteer.  TACC maintains longitudinal control of the vehicle. It uses information from the forward-looking camera and radar sensor to determine whether a vehicle is in front of the Tesla and in the same lane. When a lead vehicle is detected, TACC will maintain a selected time interval behind the lead vehicle.The Autosteer lane-keeping assist system maintains lateral control of the vehicle.  It uses information from sensors to detect lane marking and the presence of vehicles and objects.  In most cases, Autosteer attempts to center the Tesla in the travel lane.  If Autosteer does not receive adequate data from the camera or sensors, a message displays on the instrument panel indicating that “Autosteer is temporarily unavailable.” (CLICK to Next Slide)



Autopilot Performance
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• Autosteer lane prediction and steering
- Determined by vehicle’s vision system, 

containing cameras and computing software

• Autosteer operation can be hindered if:
- System cannot determine lane markings
- Bright light is interfering with cameras’ view
- Visibility is poor
- Cameras are obstructed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autopilot navigates roadways by detecting lane markings and predicting the path of the vehicle’s travel lane.  Autosteer lane prediction and steering are determined by the vehicle’s vision system, which consists of cameras and computing software.Autosteer has limitations and can be hindered if:  1) the system cannot accurately determine lane markings; 2) bright light is interfering with the cameras’ view; 3) visibility is poor; and 4) the cameras are obstructed.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Autopilot Performance
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• Lane markings were worn
• Autosteer vision system likely 

lost lane line prediction
• Identified stronger lane line
• Steering movement likely due 

to vision system limitations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lane markings, delineating the gore area, were worn at the time of the crash.  The red arrows point to the most prominent line – the left edge of the gore.  The right edge line of the gore was faded. Tesla engineers surmised that the Autosteer system likely momentarily lost its lane line prediction and identified a stronger lane line – in this case, the left side of the gore. Also at the time of the crash, bright sunlight was shining toward the Tesla’s forward-facing camera, but its impact on the vision system could not be determined. Although an exact reason cannot be determined, the initial steering movement into the gore was likely associated with limitations associated with the vision system’s processing software not being able to accurately predict the appropriate lane of travel. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Driver Performance
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• Driver had unobstructed view
• Numerous visual cues of hazard ahead
• Driver took no evasive braking or steering action
• Level of inaction indicates inattention to forward roadway
• Driver not supervising Autopilot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown in Dr. Barth’s presentation, the Tesla was more than 500 feet from the crash attenuator when it first entered the gore area of US-101.  When it entered the gore, there were no vehicles ahead. The driver, if looking forward, had an unobstructed view.Additional visual cues of the hazard ahead included orange traffic cones placed in front of the damaged crash attenuator. During the final 4 seconds of travel before impact, the Tesla accelerated toward the crash attenuator and the driver took no evasive braking or steering action to avoid a collision. This level of inaction, given the numerous visual cues and the unobstructed view, indicates the driver was inattentive to his forward view and roadway and not appropriately supervising the Autopilot partial driving automation system.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Portable Electronic Device Distraction
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• Driver used game application on phone
• Cell phone game application active during crash
• Cell phone data consistent with gaming activity
• Unknown if driver was holding phone 
• Tesla Carlog data – hands likely off steering wheel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tesla driver was a game developer and an avid game player, who frequently used gaming applications on his cell phone. A review of cell phone records and data retrieved from his cell phone showed that a game application was active during his drive to work and at the time of the crash.Although the data could not be used to ascertain whether the driver was holding the phone during the final seconds before the crash, Tesla Carlog data showed no driver-applied steering wheel torque – indicating that his hands were likely not on the steering wheel. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Portable Electronic Device Distraction
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• Interacting with a game application – highly distracting
• Involves 3 major types of distraction:

- Visual
- Manual
- Cognitive

• Significantly impairs driver performance 
• Crash risk is higher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interacting with a game application, similar to texting while driving, can be highly distracting because it involves the three major types of distraction:Visual distraction – taking your eyes off the road; manual distraction – taking your hands off the wheel and manipulating the device; and cognitive distraction – taking your mind off driving – in this crash, the cognitive distraction may have involved concentrating on gaming strategy. These types of distraction can significantly impair driver performance, and the risk of a crash is much higher.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Combating Portable Electronic Device Distraction 
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• Efforts have focused on:
- Legislation
- Enforcement
- Education

• Mobile device distraction not decreasing
• Additional countermeasures needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Efforts to combat distraction have been focused on a combination of legislation, enforcement, and education. �National statistics show that distracted driving from the use of portable electronic devices is not decreasing. It remains persistently high, and additional countermeasures are needed.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Technological Solution: Lock-Out Distraction

32

• Applications that block distraction are available
- Voluntary activation
- Not widely used

• Cell phone manufacturers can eliminate distraction
• Lock-out mechanism should be installed as default 

setting
• Automatically lock out distraction when vehicle is in 

motion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cell phone providers have begun offering mobile phone applications that disable texting and block nonemergency calls when a vehicle is in motion.  However, the vast majority of these applications do not activate automatically and instead require voluntary activation.  Furthermore, research has shown that these voluntary applications are not widely used. Cell phone manufacturers have the technological capability and hold the key to eliminating portable electronic device distraction. Distracted driving lock-out mechanisms should be installed as a default setting on all phones and should automatically lock out driver-distracting functions of the phone when a vehicle is in motion. Staff is proposing a safety recommendation to the major manufacturers of portable electronic devices in this area. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Employers’ Role in Combating Distracted Driving
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• Tesla driver was an Apple employee driving distracted
• Apple, Inc. has no policy prohibiting cell phone use while 

driving
• Strong policy is an effective strategy 
• OSHA can do more to educate employers 
• OSHA can increase enforcement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tesla driver was an Apple employee and was likely distracted by a gaming application on his cell phone before the crash.  The driver was using a company-supplied cell phone, but his employer, Apple, did not have a policy aimed at preventing cell phone use while driving or preventing the use of a company-issued phone while driving. Strong company policy, with strict consequences for using portable electronic devices while driving, has been shown to be an effective strategy in helping to prevent the deadly consequences of distracted driving. Staff is proposing a recommendation be issued to Apple to implement a policy that bans the nonemergency use of portable electronic devices while driving. Although many companies across the U.S. have strong programs in place regarding distracted driving, a large majority have not implemented this safety measure.  The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sets and enforces standards for employees’ health and safety. Duties also include training, outreach, and education of private sector employers and employees. A review of OSHA actions regarding distracted driving indicates that more could be done to educate employers on the need to prohibit the use of cell phones while driving.  Additional action is needed to increase enforcement against those employers who fail to address the hazards of distracted driving. Staff is proposing recommendations to OSHA to review and revise distracted driving initiatives and to increase enforcement. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Summary
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• Tesla Autopilot vision system limitations
• Driver’s lack of response likely due to cell phone distraction
• Cell phone distraction countermeasures needed
• Distracted driving lock-out mechanism shows promise 
• Strong employer cell phone policies needed
• OSHA can do more to educate employers and increase

enforcement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, investigators found that limitations associated with the Tesla Autopilot vision system resulted in the vehicle steering into the gore area.The driver’s lack of response to this steering action and the vehicle’s acceleration toward a crash attenuator was likely due to cell phone distraction.Cell phone distraction is a persistent problem and additional countermeasures are needed.Technological solutions such as a distracted-driving lock-out mechanism and strong employer cell phone policies are effective strategies and action is needed to deploy these countermeasures. OSHA can do more to educate employers on distracted driving and increase enforcement as necessary.Dr. Becic will now provide the next presentation.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Partial Driving Automation and Collision 
Avoidance Systems

35

Ensar Becic, PhD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Overview

• Operational design domain (ODD)
• Monitoring driver engagement
• Collision avoidance system (CAS)

36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, I will describe the operational design domain of Tesla’s Autopilot, as well as the importance of such domain in Level 2 automated systems in general.I will also discuss methods of monitoring driver engagement while operating a Level 2 system, across the 4 crashes that Dr. Barth has described.Finally, I will discuss the role of collision avoidance systems and their limitations in the operational domain of Level 2 automated systems. CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE           



Operational Design Domain

• Conditions in which an automated system is designed 
to operate
- Geographic location, roadway type and markings, 

speed range, weather conditions
• ODD constraints are designed to reduce the effect of 

Level 2 limitations 

37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tesla’s Autopilot system, as well as Level 2 automation systems of other vehicle manufacturers, have operational design domain – ODD – that is, conditions in which they are designed to operate…       …for example, geographic location, roadway type, adequacy of roadway markings, speed range, or weather conditions.   Defining an ODD is intended to be a constraint on an automated system – in an effort to reduce the effect of these functional limitations.      CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE 



ODD Constraints

• Autopilot, stated in vehicle manual, is
- Not for use on city streets, in constantly changing traffic 

conditions, on winding roads with sharp curves
- For use only on divided highways with limited access

• The system allows a driver to use Autopilot outside its ODD
• Level 2 system limitations are industry-wide

38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The specific Autopilot limitations are listed in the vehicle owner’s manual. The manual warns drivers, among other situations, not to use Autopilot on city streets, on roads where traffic conditions are constantly changing, or on winding roads with sharp curves.  In fact, the manual states that Autopilot is designed for use only on divided highways with limited access. Despite these warnings, the system allows a driver to use Autopilot in conditions for which it was not designed. It is important to note that these functional limitations are not confined only to Tesla’s Autopilot;  they apply to Level 2 systems of most other manufacturers as well.        As testing by the American Automobile Association has shown, Level 2 systems from other manufacturers ..are also finding highway sections with sharp curves, transitions and interchanges, very challenging to navigate.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE 



Geographic ODD: Mountain View

• Crash location
- Highway with center median divider
- Limited access (no cross-traffic)
- Major interchange (changing traffic conditions)

• Tesla stated ODD does not apply to Level 2 systems

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The crash in Mountain View occurred on a highway with a center median divider and with limited access – the roadway type for which Autopilot is designed. However,      the impact occurred at a major highway interchange, with multiple exits and constantly changing traffic conditions… the traffic conditions that, according to the Tesla vehicle manual, are not suited for Autopilot use.   But such environment is challenging for Level 2 systems of other manufacturers. In conversation with our investigators, Tesla indicated its belief that “operational design domain limits are not applicable for Level 2 driver assist systems such as Autopilot, because the driver determines the acceptable operating environment.” As staff discussed earlier, this is inconsistent with the SAE definitions of automation.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDESome manufacturers restrict operation at interchangesFor that reason, some manufacturers restrict operation of Level 2 systems at busy highway interchanges.  



Geographic ODD: Williston and Delray Beach

• Williston crash location
- Outside ODD of Autopilot

• Delray Beach crash location
- Highway with center median divider
- Not limited access (has cross-traffic)
- Outside ODD of Autopilot

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Barth described earlier the similar circumstances of crashes that occurred in Williston and Delray Beach, Florida.In our investigation of the crash in Williston, the NTSB determined that the Tesla vehicle operated outside its geographic ODD at the time of the crash. The crash in Delray Beach occurred on a state highway with a center median divider, but did not have limited access. Within 5 miles of the crash site, there were 34 intersecting roadways. As such – particularly due to presence of cross-traffic – the Tesla vehicle in Delray Beach also operated outside its geographic ODD at the time of the crash.  CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE      



Needed ODD Improvements 

• Manufacturers should include system safeguards to
limit the use of Level 2 systems to conditions for
which they are designed (H-17-41)

• NHTSA should verify that manufacturers are 
incorporating the safeguards (H-17-38)
- Lack of guidance on identifying ODD

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level 2 systems in general, are largely aware of the ODD around the vehicle, such as roadway type. As such, manufacturers can implement automatic safeguards to ensure that their systems are used only in conditions for which they are designed.  This was our finding and recommendation following the investigation of the Williston crash. However, Tesla’s safeguards continue to do little to constrain the use of Autopilot to roadways for which it is designed… and the consequences are evident, particularly in the Delray Beach crash.The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration – NHTSA – also has a critical role in developing a method to verify whether manufactures are incorporating such safeguards. This was our recommendation to NHTSA following the investigation of the Williston crash, but the agency has failed to act.     Staff has proposed reiterating existing recommendations to address this issue.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE [Maybe:  …and the consequence of such inaction is well captured by Tesla’s stated belief to our investigators that ODD does not apply to Level 2 systems. ]



Monitoring Driver Engagement

• Driver monitors environment in Level 2 systems
- Tesla stated that Autopilot can be used on undivided roads 

with an attentive driver
- Risk of automation complacency and misuse

• Tesla’s method of monitoring driver engagement
- Driver-applied steering wheel torque 
- System provides series of warnings to driver (visual,           

3 stages of auditory warnings)

42

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Karol has earlier discussed Autopilot in the context of the SAE levels of automation. It is worth repeating that a driver is the primary monitor of the  driving environment, and as such, an integral component of Autopilot, or any Level 2 system. Tesla has stated that Autopilot can safely be used even on undivided roadways… as long as the driver remains attentive.But the efficacy of drivers’ role is compromised by risk of automation complacency and misuse.  As means of combating the expected complacency, manufacturers monitor driver engagement.            Tesla monitors driver-applied changes in steering wheel torque.  When the system does not detect such changes for a prolonged period, it provides a series of warnings to the driver, starting with a visual warning and then progressing to more salient auditory warnings.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Driver Engagement: Mountain View
• The crash trip lasted 28.5 minutes

• Autopilot was engaged for the last nearly 19 minutes

43

• Two visual warnings; one auditory warning• Lack of responsiveness indicates distraction and 
overreliance on automation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The driver in the Mountain View crash had Autopilot engaged for the final, almost 19 minutes. During this time, the system did not detect driver-applied steering wheel torque for about a third of the time.   During this period, the system issued two visual alerts for hands-off driving, [CLICK} indicated by the vertical yellow dashed lines.  Because the system still did not detect steering wheel torque after the first [CLICK] visual warning, it progressed to the initial auditory warning, after which the driver applied torque to the steering wheel.About 6 seconds [CLICK] before the crash, the system stopped detecting torque to the steering wheel. This state remained until impact. The driver’s pattern of Autopilot use, [CLICK] including the lack of steering wheel interaction, and a complete lack of response prior to the crash, indicates over-reliance on automation.   CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Driver Engagement: Other Level 2 Crashes

• Williston and Delray Beach, Florida; Culver City, California
- Driver-applied steering wheel torque not detected at time 

of impact
- Prolonged inattentiveness by drivers
- Drivers were ineffective monitors

• Humans are poor monitors of automation
• Monitoring of steering wheel torque is a poor surrogate 

measure of driver engagement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The circumstances of the Mountain View crash,  as they pertain to driver engagement,   are very similar to the other 3 crashes we discussed today. In the other crashes, Tesla’s Autopilot system also did not detect steering wheel torque in the moments before impact, and those drivers also did not respond as their vehicles approached an obvious hazard.These drivers, as critical components of a Level 2 system, failed in their task of monitoring the environment. But… humans being poor monitors of an automation system is not a surprise – decades of research show us that.  What also failed in these 4 crashes is Tesla’s method of monitoring driver engagement.        Because a driver may interact with a steering wheel without visually assessing the environment, monitoring of steering wheel torque is a poor surrogate measure of driver engagement with the driving task.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE      



Needed Driver Monitoring Improvements 

• Manufacturers should implement more effective means
of monitoring driver engagement when using Level 2

• NHTSA and SAE should develop performance standards 
for driver monitoring systems to address automation 
complacency

• An engaged driver remains a critical component even 
with advanced driver assistance systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appropriate monitoring of driver engagement is a concern that we have not only with Tesla, but with other manufacturers who use steering-wheel interaction as a metric for determining driver engagement. This was our finding and recommendation following the investigation of the Williston crash.      However, this issue still persists, and the consequences are evident in all 4 crashes that staff discussed today.  Contributing to this problem is the lack of performance standards or even guidance for driver monitoring systems.  Although some manufacturers, like Tesla, monitor changes in steering wheel torque, others use different means, such as a camera that focuses exclusively on the driver and tracks the driver’s head position.  Considering that an alert and engaged driver remains critical for safety even in a vehicle with Level 2 automation and multiple advanced driver assistance systems … an effective driver monitoring system should be required, not only to address automation complacency, but also distraction. Staff has proposed recommendations that reflect these areas of improvement.  CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Forward Collision Avoidance Systems

• FCW and AEB
- Designed to prevent / mitigate rear-end crashes
- Not required equipment on vehicles

• NHTSA testing protocols developed for NCAP
- Maximum speed of 45 mph
- Using only specific vehicle profile targets
- No requirements to detect non-vehicles 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Barth has earlier discussed forward collision avoidance systems in the context of the Mountain View crash. Forward CAS, specifically collision warning and automatic emergency braking, are designed to prevent or mitigate the severity of rear-end crashes. These systems are not required equipment on vehicles... although NHTSA has developed testing protocols for them that are part of the New Car Assessment Program - NCAP. These protocols include various rear-end crash scenarios, and are conducted at the maximum speed of 45 mph. Furthermore, the testing includes only vehicle profile targets – it does not include roadway objects such as barriers or crash attenuators. So, forward CAS from Tesla or any other manufacturer are not required to have such capability.   CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Forward CAS: Mountain View

• Forward CAS are standard equipment on Tesla
- FCW and AEB have passed NHTSA’s testing protocols

• Mountain View
- Tesla traveling > 65 mph
- Approaching an object the system is not designed 

to detect
- FCW and AEB did not activate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking are standard equipment on Tesla vehicles. And these systems have met NHTSA’s testing criteria.     However, the circumstances of the Mountain View crash were beyond NHTSA’s testing parameters…       the Tesla vehicle was traveling about 65 mph as it was accelerating toward the end of the gore, well above NHTSA’s maximum testing speed     and the encountering hazard was a crash attenuator,  an object that the system was not designed to detect, nor is tested for. As such, Tesla’s CAS did not detect the attenuator,  and forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking did not activate.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE      



Forward CAS: Other Level 2 Crashes

• Williston and Delray Beach, Florida
- Tesla traveling > 65 mph
- Struck a cross-traffic combination vehicle
- FCW and AEB did not activate

• Culver City, California
- Struck a fire truck (vehicle profile not designed or tested for)
- FCW activated too late for driver to respond (490 msec)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2 of the other crashes we discussed today – Williston and Delray Beach – high speed was also a factor.  Furthermore,   the encountering hazard – a cross-traffic semitrailer – is not a hazard that the system was designed to detect, nor is tested for.         As a result, the forward collision warning and the automatic emergency braking did not activate.  In the Culver City crash, the Tesla vehicle was traveling at a much lower speed – about 30 mph – but as the lead vehicle changed lane, the Tesla approached a type of a vehicle that is not accounted for in testing protocols. And although the Tesla’s forward collision warning activated – it was too close to impact for the driver to react. CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE      



Needed Forward CAS Improvements 

• NHTSA should expand testing protocols to include 
highway speeds and various target profiles, including 
roadside hardware (H-15-4)

• Improve the effectiveness in domains in which partially 
automated vehicle systems operate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Although the capabilities of forward CAS continually increase, these 4 crashes provide good examples of their current limitations.        But, the advancement of these systems can be accelerated through broader and more demanding testing protocols incorporated into NCAP. Specifically, NHTSA’s testing protocols should include highway speed scenarios and also expand the range of vehicle shapes and roadside hardware that the systems can detect.  A high testing ceiling will provide manufacturers with an incentive, but also maintain the capabilities in the ODD of partially automated vehicle systems. Staff has proposed recommendations that reflect these areas of needed improvement.   CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE



Summary

• Level 2 systems have limitations, but can improve
• Defining their ODD and limiting the use to domains for which 

they are designed
• Due to risk of automation complacency, effective monitoring

of driver engagement is critical
• Forward CAS have limitations, but can improve

• Broader and challenging testing protocols can incentivize 
manufacturers to accelerate development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary,     While providing valuable assistance to drivers, partially automated vehicle systems also have notable limitations.            Due to these functional limitations, it is important to restrict their use to domains for which they are designed…             and because humans are poor monitors of automated systems,  an effective method of monitoring driver engagement is crucial.   Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking have proven benefits, but also have limitations, particularly in highway environment.             More demanding testing protocols  and ratings of these systems would provide manufacturers with incentives to enhance their effectiveness.  Next, Mr. Karol will further discuss the federal role in the oversight of partially automated vehicles.CLICK FOR NEXT SLIDE           



Federal Oversight of Partial Driving Automation Systems
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Don Karol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Dr. Becic. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Overview

• DOT and NHTSA oversight
• NHTSA enforcement of safety-related defects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, I will provide a brief overview of the oversight of Level 2 partial driving automation systems provided by the Department of Transportation and NHTSA.I will then discuss NHTSA’s enforcement authority as it relates to identifying safety-related defects of automated vehicle safety technologies.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Nonregulatory Approach to Automation

• Removing unnecessary barriers to innovation
• Voluntary guidance rather than regulations
• Guidance focused on Level 3 – 5 systems
• Action based on safety-related defect trends 
• Requires robust defect investigation program
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOT and NHTSA have taken a nonregulatory “hands-off” approach to automated vehicle safety. DOT policy guidance makes it clear that the focus of efforts should be on removing unnecessary barriers to innovation and issuing voluntary guidance, rather than regulations.While DOT has issued some policy guidance for higher levels of automation (Level 3 to 5 systems), little to no guidance or standards exist for partial driving automation systems currently on our highways today.NHTSA has informed the NTSB that it plans to ensure the safety of Level 2 partial automation through its enforcement authority based on a surveillance program that identifies safety-related defect trends in design or performance.For this approach to be successful, it requires a robust surveillance and defect investigation program.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



NHTSA Enforcement and Defect Investigations

• Evaluate new technology for “unreasonable risk to safety”
• Manufacturers must account for foreseeable misuse 
• Systems must account for foreseeable driver inattention
• Forward-looking risk analysis required in investigations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NHTSA enforcement policy states that when automated vehicle technology causes crashes or injuries, or poses safety risks, the agency will evaluate such technology to ensure it does not present an “unreasonable risk to safety.”The enforcement policy states that manufacturers must account for foreseeable misuse that may occur. Examples of misuse would include drivers disengaging from the driving task; taking their hands off the steering wheel; and operating the system outside the intended operational design domain. NHTSA policy also states that a partial driving automation system that allows a driver to relinquish control of the vehicle but does not account for reasonably foreseeable situations where a distracted or inattentive driver must retake control may constitute an “unreasonable risk to safety.”  According to enforcement guidance, NHTSA must complete a forward-looking risk analysis that not only protects individuals from risks that have already occurred, but to prevent serious injuries before they occur.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



NHTSA Investigation of Tesla Autopilot System

55

• NHTSA ODI evaluation of Tesla Autopilot found no defects
• Evaluation did not thoroughly assess:

- Effectiveness of driver monitoring system
- Foreseeable future misuse of system
- Risk of future use of system outside ODD
- Risks associated with system limitations

• NHTSA further evaluation of Tesla Autopilot needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of our investigation, staff reviewed what actions have been taken by NHTSA’s Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) regarding the Tesla Autopilot system. Following the Williston, Florida crash, NHTSA opened a preliminary evaluation of Autopilot.  The evaluation did not identify any defects but reserved the right to take further action if circumstances warranted. Our review of the NHTSA ODI evaluation of Autopilot identified shortfalls, and found that the agency did not thoroughly evaluate the 1) effectiveness of the driver monitoring system in ensuring driver engagement; 2) the foreseeability of future misuse of the system; 3) the risk of future use of the system outside its intended operational design domain; and 4) the risks associated with the Autopilot system’s limitations.Because the DOT and NHTSA have placed full reliance on the defect investigation program to ensure the safety of Level 2 partial driving automation, and in view of the recent crash investigations completed by the NTSB, staff believes further action is warranted.  Staff is proposing a recommendation to NHTSA to further evaluate Tesla Autopilot-equipped vehicles. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Summary

56

• “Hands-off” approach to oversight
• Safety depends on strong defect investigation program
• Shortfalls found in NHTSA’s defect investigation
• Further evaluation of Tesla Autopilot needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the DOT and NHTSA nonregulatory “hands-off” approach to oversight of Level 2 partial driving automation systems requires a strong defect investigation program.Staff review of NHTSA’s Office of Defects Investigation of Tesla Autopilot-equipped vehicles identified shortfalls in the evaluation. Further evaluation of the Tesla Autopilot system is needed to ensure the system does not pose an “unreasonable risk to safety.” Mr. Squire will now provide the next presentation on the importance of Event Data Recorders. (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Event Data Recorders
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Robert Squire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(CLICK to Next Slide)



Overview

• Continuously recorded electronic vehicle data
• Crash event data recorders (EDR)
• Data integration for vehicles equipped with 

advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
• Previous recommendations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.My presentation will focus on the need to improve the capabilities of crash event data recorders to include additional data from vehicles with automated driver assistance systems. As illustrated in the previous presentations, many of the circumstances and events surrounding the Mountain View crash that involved vehicle and driver performance were identified through electronic data, primarily recorded by two systems – a continuously running system, referred to by Tesla as Carlog data; and the crash event data, generically identified as EDR data.  Lastly, I’ll summarize three previous NTSB recommendations in this area.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Continuously Recorded Data
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• Records engagement and status of ADAS
• Potentially stored on board vehicle with periodic 

wireless submission to manufacturer
• Proprietary naming convention and data format 

requires interpretation by manufacturer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Carlog data in this case represents a continuous recording, covering hundreds of parameters determined by the vehicle manufacturer.  The parametric data may be recorded at specific time intervals or when a change in status occurs.  The data conveys not only the status of vehicle systems, but also driver inputs and commands.  It is this data that enables investigators to determine what automated systems were engaged by the driver, when those systems were activated, and what operational conditions or constraints were set by the driver.  While the data may be stored locally on board the vehicle and periodically transmitted wirelessly to servers maintained by the manufacturer, it is stored in a proprietary format that requires extraction and interpretation by the manufacturer for investigators to use it.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Event Data Recorders 

60

• EDR is a function in the airbag or 
restraint control module

• Recording begins with crash event 
or trigger threshold

• EDR is not required by regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EDR data is recorded as a function in the vehicle airbag or restraint control module and represents crash related data.  Unlike the continuous recording of the Carlog data, recording of crash event data begins with a crash or trigger event.Motor vehicle EDRs are not required by regulation.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Event Data Recorders 

61

• If an EDR is installed, 49 CFR Part 563 defines 
purpose, application, and data-recording requirements
- Recording of time-series data just prior to and

during an event
- Specifies format of data
- Minimal survivability requirements for data
- Data retrievable and interpretable through 

commercially available means

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While EDRs are not required, 49 Code of Federal Regulation Part 563 does define the requirements for an EDR, if one is installed by a vehicle manufacturer.  This regulation pertains only to light vehicles manufactured after September 1st, 2012.  Part 563 also specifies data format, minimal data survivability requirements, and requires that data be retrievable and interpreted through commercially available means.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Crash Event Data Recorders 

62

• Minimum 15 data 
elements

• Guidance for 30 additional 
data elements

• Guidance for survivability

• Commercial accessibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a manufacturer chooses to record crash data, the regulation specifies a minimum set of 15 data elements or parameters, to include the resolution and accuracy of those data.  Provisions for an additional 30 parameters are also specified, if those parameters are recorded. In March 2018, a commercially available means became available for Tesla restraint control modules.  This generally covers Tesla vehicles manufactured after September 2016.  (CLICK to Next Slide)



Automated System Data Challenges

• Crash data recorded in airbag control 
modules contain no ADAS performance 
information

• ADAS data is not accessible to investigators 
without manufacturer assistance

• Standard set of parameters is needed to 
assess driver and vehicle performance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle parametric data, including crash event data, is crucial to understanding and interpreting motor vehicle crashes.  This data becomes a necessity when advanced driver assistance systems are in use.  The type of data currently recorded and accessible from airbag control module EDRs, while invaluable for understanding the crash event, provides no information on the engagement or performance of ADAS.Additionally, where ADAS data is recorded by other vehicle systems, that data is neither readily accessible nor interpretable by crash investigators without manufacturer assistance.  A standardized set of data parameters is needed to assess driver and vehicle performance and that data needs to be readily available to crash investigators.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Previous Recommendations
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Issued to the US DOT and NHTSA

• Define data parameters for automated vehicles (H-17-37) 

• Apply these data parameters as benchmarks for new vehicles 
(H-17-39)  

• Define standard format for reporting system data (H-17-40)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the conclusion of the May 2016, Williston, Florida crash investigation, the NTSB issued several recommendations to address data collection for ADAS or automated vehicle control systems on vehicles involved in crashes. One recommendation was issued to the US DOT and two to NHTSA that proposed -  Define the data parameters needed to understand the automated vehicle control systems involved in a crash that are adequate to characterize driver and vehicle performance before and during a crash. Apply these data parameters as benchmarks for new vehicles equipped automated control systems. Define a standard format for reporting automated vehicle control systems data.Staff is proposing to reiterate and reclassify these recommendations.(CLICK to Next Slide)



Summary

65

• Data is crucial for crash investigations

• ADAS data is not recorded by typical EDR functionality

• ADAS data parameters need to be defined

• ADAS data needs to be readily accessible and 
interpretable by crash investigators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, crash event data is crucial to understanding vehicle crashes and the factors that may contribute to them.   For vehicles using advanced driver assistance or automated controls, data on these systems are needed.  This data is not recorded, nor required to be recorded, by the typical EDR function found in most automobiles.In addition, standard data parameters for ADAS need to be defined and that data needs to readily accessible and interpretable by crash investigators.This concludes the staff presentations.  We welcome any questions.(END - CLICK to Next Slide)





Driver Engagement: Mountain View
• The crash trip lasted 28.5 minutes

• Autopilot was engaged for the final nearly 19 minutes
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Driver Engagement: Mountain View

43b

• Two visual warnings; one auditory warning



Driver Engagement: Mountain View

43c

• Lack of responsiveness indicates distraction and 
overreliance on automation
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